Individual visual processing circuits for Drosophila locomotor control have been studied in detail, but 10 contributions of specific pathways to multiple behaviors remain unclear. To address how both flexible and 11 stereotyped visual object response behaviors potentially share neural circuit components, we investigated 12 models of asymmetric motion responses. Such models have predicted that object fixation without explicit neural 13 encoding of position is possible. Here we investigated what neural circuits and behaviors are consistent with 14 such models. In behavioral experiments on tethered flying flies, we found close correspondence between 15 T4/T5-neuron dependent turning responses to objects and model output for high frequency perturbations. 16 Furthermore, we found that the model predicts key results from several published accounts of stereotyped 17 object tracking. The concurrence of experiment and theory suggests a neural substrate and algorithmic basis for 18 stereotyped object tracking and informs future studies of flexible visual behaviors and their neural bases. 19 20 33 when T4 and T5 neurons (local motion detectors) are genetically silenced (Bahl et al., 2013). These cells provide 34 the main visual input to horizontal system (HS) cells (Schnell et al., 2012), wide-field motion sensitive neurons 35 that were long thought to be involved in optomotor responses. Indeed, activation of HS cells leads to turns of the 36 head and wings (Haikala et al., 2013), whereas inactivation of HS cells reduces optomotor responses of the head 37 (Kim et al., 2017). On the basis of behavioral responses of insects to visual motion, Hassenstein and Reichardt 38
Introduction

21
Vision is a key element in the survival and behavior of many animals. For sensing objects and to estimate 22 self-motion, many species rely heavily on visual input. Some behaviors like chasing and stabilization need to 23 operate with minimal delay while other behaviors may be more flexible. With its comparatively small brain 24 and precise neurogenetic tools, Drosophila melanogaster is a model well suited for studying how fast behavioral 25 responses to objects are implemented on an algorithmic and neuronal level. 26 Two important visual behaviors in flies are the optomotor response to panoramic motion and turning 27 in response to objects. The "optomotor response" is a behavior which serves to minimize wide-field visual 28 motion with compensatory movements (Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956) and is thought to stabilize gaze and 29 locomotion. Building on work from other fly species, the past decade has used Drosophila to identify specific cell 30 types and biophysical mechanisms associated with the motion detection operations thought to underly such 31 optomotor behaviors. Direction selective responses to visual motion are thought to first arise in so-called T4 and 32 T5 cells (Strother et al., 2017; Maisak et al., 2013) . Optomotor responses in walking flies are strongly impaired Figure 1A shows averaged Δ WBA for torque perturbation bias experiments in closed loop fixation. To continue 111 fixating the bar, flies must compensate perturbation by adjusting their Δ WBA to the given trial condition. Control 112 flies were able to compensate the perturbation almost completely up to bias amplitudes slightly above . 113 T4/T5 blocked flies, on the other hand, show substantially decreased performance at lower perturbation 114 strengths. Furthermore, they take several seconds to reach an average Δ WBA plateau that is far below the 115 required amplitude to compensate the perturbation and therefore fail to keep the stripe stationary. Investigating 116 the plateau Δ WBA reached by flies across varying perturbation offsets (Figure 1B) reveals that for very small 117 offsets both blocked and control flies are able to adjust to the trial conditions (plateau amplitude on diagonal), 118 but for absolute offsets larger than about , blocked flies fail to adjust. The plateau Δ WBA returns to almost 119 zero for higher perturbation amplitudes. Δ WBA distributions during non-perturbed bar tracking show that the 120 maximum observed Δ WBA range in T4/T5 blocked flies is larger compared to control flies (Supplemental Figure 1C) , 121 confirming that failure to compensate the perturbation is not due to a genetically introduced motor defect 122 limiting maximum wing movement, but likely due to visual response reduction to the bar. assuming that the tethered flight tracking behavior can be well approximated by a linear time-invariant system.
This assumption was shown to be valid within margins of error by Roth et al. 2012. We record closed-loop 140 fly behavior while a time-varying perturbation is applied to the position of a black bar, which allows the gain 141 (amplitude) and phase delay of the behavioral response to be estimated as a function of the perturbation 142 frequency of the bar angle. The frequency dependence of this transfer function gives direct and intuitive 143 insight into how well a fly is able to follow the trajectory of a moving bar and how much it lags behind the bar's 144 movement. As mentioned, the fly's Δ WBA is closed-loop coupled to the stimulus, so that the fly is in control over 145 its orientation in the world coordinate system (see Supplemental Figure 2A ). A black vertical bar of width is 146 centered at angular position in world coordinates, and its position is perturbed during the experiment. The 147 perturbation is defined by a logarithmic chirp of increasing frequency and decreasing amplitude (see Materials 148 and Methods). This limits the maximum apparent angular velocity during the stimulus presentation, and still 149 covers a wide range of perturbation frequencies, while avoiding to push the fly's tracking behavior responses 150 into a highly non-linear regime.
151 Figure 2A shows the averaged fly orientation in the world coordinate system as well as the Δ WBA for control 152 and blocked flies during the chirp stimulus. Initially, flies of both genotypes are able to change their orientations 153 to follow the perturbation, and require only small modulation in Δ WBA since the bar is moving comparatively 154 slowly. Control flies keep the bar at the visual midline over the whole time course of the trial. Their orientation 155 follows the trajectory defined by the logarithmic chirp and the Δ WBA is most strongly modulated at around . 156 At roughly the fly does not completely follow every oscillation of the bar anymore, but still keeps it near the front. Blocked flies, on the other hand, lose the ability to reliably track the bar at around , as indicated by the 158 FWHM of the bar position distribution reaching (see Supplemental Figure 2B ). Additionally, due to the 159 loss of fixation, the stimulus progression had to be reset more often compared to control flies (refer to Materials 160 and Methods and Supplemental Figure 2C ). In the Δ WBA time series, the blocked flies show an almost random 161 response, fluctuating around zero, with large error. This could indicate that they can't visually detect the bar 162 anymore at these perturbation frequencies. 163 Interpreting the chirp perturbation as the input to a linear system and the temporally integrated Δ WBA as 164 its output (using the closed-loop dynamic equation), we can calculate the empirical transfer function for both 165 genotypes (see Materials and Methods). Figure 2B shows the recovered transfer functions for control and blocked Figure 1B 192 In previous work, we showed that models based on asymmetric motion responses are able to mediate object 193 fixation (Fenk et al., 2014) . These models were based on correlator type motion detection, although the key 194 property is the asymmetric motion response rather than the specific nature of the motion detection operation. 195 The asymmetry refers specifically to the widely reported feature of several cell types postsynaptic to T4/T5 that 196 the membrane potential depolarizes more to preferred direction motion than it hyperpolarizes in response to 197 an equal magnitude opposite direction motion. Fixation arises when such model neurons are coupled to turning 198 behavior because turns toward objects moving away from the midline are larger in amplitude than towards 199 objects moving towards the visual midline. Fixation in these models arises as a dynamic equilibrium of the 200 tendency to turn left and turn right being balanced at the midline. In the presence of background motion or 201 biased feedback, the equilibrium shifts away from the midline, and this phenomenon is seen in models and 202 behavioral experiments (Fenk et al., 2014) . 203 We would like to compare the experimental results above on the dynamics of T4/T5 dependent behaviors 204 with the predictions of biologically-plausible, visuo-motor models of fly T4/T5 dependent circuitry. Therefore, 205 we tested our previously published computational model of the Drosophila visuo-motor system (see Materials 206 and Methods) with the same logarithmic chirp perturbed closed-loop object tracking conditions as our real fly 207 experiments. Ideally, we would want to compare the results of the simulations to responses of flies in which 208 every visual response independent of the T4/T5 cells is blocked and thus to experimentally measure behavioral 209 responses mediated by T4/T5 dependent circuitry alone. Since this is not currently technically possible with 210 genetic or other means, we can consider the possibility that object tracking behavior across flies can be described 211 as the linear sum of the T4/T5 independent and T4/T5 dependent systems. (Later we will consider non-linear 212 summation.) Using this approach, we recover an estimation of the response due solely to the T4/T5 dependent 213 pathway as the difference of the averaged control and blocked fly responses. Figure 2C shows fly orientation 214 and Δ WBA for the estimated "pure T4/T5 system" (orange) as well as the simulated asymmetric motion model 215 (green). While it is hard to make any meaningful comparison in the position domain, the Δ WBA results are in good 216 agreement for higher perturbation frequencies. The empirical pure T4/T5 object tracking transfer function, as 217 well as the simulated asymmetric motion model transfer function, are shown in Figure 2D . The experimental 218 and simulation data are in remarkable agreement at frequencies above .
Simulation of pure motion-vision based object tracking dynamics
, which is to be expected if the 219 two following points are true. First, the approximation of linear summation between the T4/T5 dependent and 220 independent systems seems to hold. And second, that the computational model predicts the T4/T5 dependent 221 behavioral responses well. 222 The discrepancy at lower frequencies (below . ) is consistent T4/T5 independent pathways being sufficient 223 to compensate for slow perturbations. If the two object tracking systems mediate redundant object responses 224 at low frequencies, it directly follows that estimates of the pure T4/T5 motion response depending on a linear 225 summation assumption will always underestimate the real contribution of the T4/T5 motion system, because 226 perfect closed loop fixation can never exceed a gain of unity. The possibility of incomplete block of the T4/T5 227 system at low frequencies would similarly result in underestimation of T4/T5 dependent behavioral responses. 228 Thus, our estimated pure T4/T5 response here represents the lower bound of object tracking performance 229 expected when all visual pathways except those that are T4/T5 dependent are blocked. 230 Overall, the experimentally approximated and numerically simulated pure T4/T5 system transfer functions 231 agree at frequencies above . , at which the influence of a T4/T5 independent system should be negligible. 232 Interestingly, the simulated asymmetric motion system predicts very robust fixation at high frequency pertur- to retroactively test the "predictive" power of this model. All following experiments were originally done on flies 245 with intact T4/T5 neurons, and some were used to justify or hypothesize the need for additional, non-motion 246 based object response circuitry in the fly visual system based on the observed behavior. To be able to intuitively 247 understand the results shown in this section it is best to think about these experiments in terms of the analytical 248 description formulated in our previous work (Fenk et al., 2014) . Briefly summarizing, given a narrow vertical 249 object stimulus, a motion-vision based visual system model with asymmetric response amplitudes towards 250 progressive and regressive motion can be mathematically described by a linearized differential equation, which 251 separates into a position dependent term and a motion dependent term. The position dependent term is mainly 252 defined by the difference in receptive fields of the inputs to the elementary motion detectors. The motion 253 response is mainly defined by the delay time constants used in the correlator model. For a vertical bar stimulus 254 on a structured background, the linearized second order differential equation can be expressed as:
where describes the bar position relative towards the visual midline, emulates the aerodynamic dampening, Since the background is unstructured, the only relevant term for tracking is the position dependent term FG ( ).
269
When no eye is occluded the bar is fixated at the visual midline, where FG has its zero crossing. When the 270 screen was placed on one side, fixation was only possible when an additional torque offset was added to the 271 torque produced by the simulated fly, and half of this offset torque was used to produce the covered eye Inverted background gain coupling experiments have been previously used to hypothesize the active suppres-283 sion of responses to moving wide field stimuli in the presence of a small field object (Fox et al., 2013) . Figure 3B then shows a rather artificial experimental scenario in which the torque generated by the fly is normally coupled 287 to a small figure initially in front of the fly, but also inversely coupled to the background pattern. This means that 288 movement of the bar produces opposite movement of the background pattern. It is argued that the reduced but 289 non zero tracking behavior, as evident by the maximum of the bar position histograms, is proof that there must 290 be a wide field background system and 316 To further retroactively demonstrate the "predictive" power of our asymmetric motion model, we wanted to 317 investigate different types of open loop behaviors that have been previously published. 318 Oscillating bar stimuli have been used to measure positional object responses because they reliably elicit 319 visual tracking behavior (Maimon et al., 2008) . Figure 4A shows outputs of separate subsystems with different dynamical properties. These subsystems would separately 337 encode the 1st order motion of the object itself and the pattern motion inside the object. One of these systems 338 would have short latency response and the other one a long latency response. We disagree with this argument 339 because our asymmetric motion vision based model is able to reproduce this change in delay and phase without 340 implementing multiple subsystems. 341 Finally, we wanted to investigate tracking behavior under a figure-ground discrimination experimental 342 paradigm. Figure 4C shows results from spatio temporal action field (STAF) simulations as presented in Fox et al. 343 (2013) . STAF experiments simultaneously measure the impulse response towards two separate stepwise-moving can be recovered by simulating the experiments with these pure motion system models, the key aspects can 362 be and thus our simulation illustrates that complex inputs to a simple system can generate complex outputs, 363 without the need of active suppression mechanisms or parallel visual streams.
Prediction of open loop object tracking tasks using motion-vision only
364
Discussion
365
With our tethered flight behavioral experiments, we measured transfer functions for turning in response to 366 visual object motion in flies with intact and genetically blocked T4 and T5 cells. The transfer functions show that 367 motion-blind T4/T5-block flies are able to fixate an object that is perturbed at frequencies below . , but fail to 368 do so at higher perturbation frequencies. Additionally, we show that the difference in object tracking capability 369 between control and blocked flies is well approximated using a Hassenstein-Reichardt-type elementary motion 370 detector model with asymmetric motion response. This suggests that while object tracking can be mediated 371 by a T4/T5 independent system for slow moving objects, it requires T4/T5 input if the object moves faster. 372 We hypothesize that during free flight, where response times are critical, tracking behavior is predominantly 373 mediated by a T4/T5 dependent motion-vision based circuitry (see Figure 5) . 374 Additionally, we used the asymmetric motion visual system model to predict multiple different types of internal parameters for each specific condition, we suggest that this model is relevant for understanding the 379 neural basis of these multiple behaviors. We know of no other model which is capable of predicting such a wide 380 range of fly visuo-motor behaviors. 381 We suggest that future studies of object tracking behaviors need to test if these behaviors require T4/T5 382 based motion computation circuits, and if an impairment of the ability to track objects can be explained by a lack 383 of asymmetric motion computation based object responses. We showed that many object behaviors (Geiger   384   et al., 1981; Theobald, 2010; Fox et al., 2013; Virsik and Reichardt, 1976; Maimon et al., 2008; Heisenberg (Land and Collett, 1974) . Our transfer function measurements suggest 394 that fast object tracking behavior will mainly be mediated by an asymmetric motion computation circuit, instead 395 of slower T4/T5 independent object tracking circuitry (see Figure 2B) . While our results highlight the capability 396 of one pathway, they do not exclude the possibility of other pathways. When candidate circuit elements in the 397 T4/T5 independent object tracking circuitry are genetically accessible, studies of chasing behavior in a silenced 398 background will be able investigate directly the relative contributions. 399 The argument that pure visual motion based systems are ill-suited for object tracking because they fail to 400 compensate low-frequency drift (Fox et al., 2013) cannot be accepted, especially when many of the stimuli 401 presented to measure "position responses" contain motion-information at temporal frequencies above . .
402
When considering response behaviors, we suggest to use our parsimonious model to see if they can be predicted 403 by an asymmetric motion system. Even seemingly complex position responses can be mediated by motion 404 vision based models as long as they have a key property of asymmetry ( a difference in response amplitude for 405 progressive and regressive motion). 406 Despite the agreement of model predictions and some behavioral results presented here, the range of 407 applicability of the model is limited. Several studies report behaviors which cannot be described in the present 408 framework. For example, saccades towards objects have different dynamics than turns in response to background 409 motion (Mongeau and Frye, 2017) , but our modeling assumes a fixed relation between visual output and motor (Omoto et al., 2017) contributes to the recognition 415 of novel objects (Sun et al., 2017; Shiozaki and Kazama, 2017) , as well as suppressing contralateral stimuli. 416 While the timescales required for such behaviors have not been investigated in detail, the timescales involved 417 appear slower than those that require T4 and T5 cells. Further, these behavior experiments were performed 418 in conditions beyond the range of validity of our asymmetric motion model by involving, for example, the role 419 of prior experience or multiple motor systems with variable dynamics. It will be interesting to disentangle the 420 relative contribution of these higher brain centers and purely motion-selective pathways to a fly's orientation in 421 space. 422 As a complement to future work investigating flexible object responses such as circuits in the central complex, TNTin,tsh-GAL80;+;). Each fly was cold anesthetized for tethering and given a recovery period before being 437 exposed to visual stimuli. Figure 1B) . 444 As measured in Hesselberg and Lehmann (2007) , the fly is given closed-loop control over its orientation via: preselected torques were randomized and tested in both directions.
458
Chirp stimulus 459 The chirp stimulus consisted of a wide black bar moving at a predefined trajectory in world coordinates, 460 identical to Roth et al. (2012) . The trajectory was given by a logarithmic chirp ranging from . to . over the time period of . The chirp amplitude was modulated by ( ) = 0 ( . + . ⋅ ) −1 , dependent on 462 the angular frequency and the initial amplitude 0 = . The fly was in active control over its orientation in 463 the world coordinate system, so that it could track the bar. To get reliable data for T4/T5 blocked flies, we had to 464 interrupt the stimulus if flies were locked in a behavior that would spin the bar around. If the fly lost track of 465 the object (indicated by the bar spinning around the fly more than 5 times per ) we stopped the closed loop 466 stimulus, reset the bar position to the visual midline of the fly for and returned closed loop control to the fly 467 at the time when the first spin occurred. While this was rarely necessary for the control flies, it was required to 468 get reliable data for the blocked flies (see Supplemental Figure 2C ).
469
Transfer function extraction 470 To recover the transfer functions from closed loop trials, we treat the tethered flight setup and the fly as a 471 input-output system, where the perturbation signal over time is the input and the temporally integrated Δ WBA is 472 the output of the system. This includes the dynamics of the setup in the transfer function, but helps to improve 473 the accuracy of the method for blocked flies, which fail to reliably track the bar across most of the trial. Since 
